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Car Showrooms  

” 

CLIENT CASE STUDY | Hendy FordStore, Cosham 

Hendy Group have used Kiwi Design for a number of years 

to help us continually improve our car dealership environments 

and bring them up to the latest specifications our franchise 

partners require and also make them a world class customer 

environment.  We have developed a great working relationship 

with Kiwi across all levels of the business and they always 

deliver a high standard finish, usually exceeding specifications.   

From small office refurbishments to full blown new builds the 

Kiwi Design team always work very well on site with our teams 

meaning there is great communication, reduced disruption and 

a better experience for all our team and customers alike, and 

we all appreciate the end product that Kiwi Design provide us 

time after time.  

After so many years of working with Kiwi Design we believe they 

understand our needs, perhaps better than we do, which is 

important to us to help maintain our own high standards of 

quality in our operations. 

“ 

John Hendy - Hendy Group 

REFURBISHMENT OF EXISTING FORD &           

KIA SHOWROOM TO CREATE LARGER        

FORDSTORE, AFTER RELOCATION OF KIA 

Project Completed August 2017 

Duration 8 weeks 

Contract value £165,000 
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...making space work 

CLIENT   

CASE STUDY  

ENLARGE SHOWROOM TO FORDSTORE 

Following the design provided by Ford’s Architects, 

Kiwi Design installed additional lighting, plumbing, 

lighting and air conditioning, and redecorated 

throughout. 

The Kiwi Design team also provided additional electrics 

and attended the installation of new FordStore 

features, such as the lighting halos and video wall. 

Hendy FordStore, 

Cosham 

Contact us today to discuss the potential of your car showroom 

Find us online for the latest case studies, photos, news and videos 

INCORPORATE COMMERCIAL VEHICLES 

To incorporate Ford’s range of commercial vehicles, the 

previous Kia flooring was overlaid, extending the original 

Ford Showroom flooring throughout.  

Rearrangement of space back-of-house created offices for 

commercial vehicle operations. Kiwi Design’s suggestion to 

increase the number of service reception desks was well 

received by the architects and incorporated into the design. 

MAXIMISING THE USE OF SPACE 

As well as commercial vehicles, more of Ford’s range 

of vehicles can now be showcased, along with a main 

reception desk, services reception, customer seating 

and new waiting area for Ford Vignale customers. 

The relocation of facilities back-of-house also converted 

an area of the parts store into a new workshop control 

office, to maximise the use of space. 


